First ‘Coffee Hour’ Held
For Students and Profes

The first big step in developing and improving student-faculty relations took place in the new student center. More than a hundred students and faculty members met over cups of coffee and tea and discussed students in the atmosphere free from the pressure of questions and answers that the Coffee Hour as one of the many future meetings designed to increase this feeling. The atmosphere is one that is lacking in the classroom. All are invited to attend and contribute to the goal of making these meetings frequent and inviting.

The next Coffee Hour will be held Sunday, Oct. 31. Dates and wires of students are also welcome.

Spot Survey Reveals
Alex’s Seating Plan
Opposed by Students
By Mark Gregor
In so far as these regulations have been facilitated on the basketball seating problem, the student body was sampled last week in a spot survey to determine its opinion on the matter. This random survey was requested by the Student Council in order that they might make their decisions in the light of the prevailing student opinion.

The survey included the following questions:

1. Did you read the article in Coach Alexander’s basketball section in The Blue Print of November 6th, Wednesday, October 21st?
   - Yes: 93.5%
   - No: 6.5%

2. If no, do you approve of the plan as it stands?
   - Yes: 20.9%
   - No: 79.1%

3. Would you approve of the plan if the funds were channelled to the Student Union building rather than to a Field House?
   - Yes: 61.0%
   - Undecided: 39.0%

4. If you approve of the change to equalize attendance, would you approve of a charge of:
   - $1.00 to $1.50: 75.3%
   - $2.00 to $2.50: 16.9%
   - $3.00 to $3.50: 7.3%
   - $4.00 or more: 2.5%

In the case that maximum attendance is exceeded, the student would be responsible for removing his personal belongings and be accountable for further unexcused absences.

Deans Present Official Ruling
On Regulations About Cutting
Dean Chaplin, Hefner, Mason, and Nascove have issued an expan-

dation of certain sections of the absence regulations which have been subject to hand in written assignments. All students are advised to study this interpretation carefully. The regulations permit a student to have a number of cuts per course in a course equal to the number of class meetings per week. If the cuts are taken from laboratories or announced quizzes, the student may receive a zero grade. If any student with dean's list privileges is obviously abusing these privileges to the extent that his work is seri-

Deans' List Privileges
In so far as these regulations have special application to seniors, it is the responsibility of the individual student to notify his instructor of his class section.

Student Council Announces Plans
For Election of Class Officers
And Freshmen Council Members
 Primaries to Be Held November 16
Final Elections Set for November 23
Chairman of the Student Council Election Committee, Bill Bartkus an-
nounced this week the plans for the elections. The newly elected council members and of the 1948-49 class officers. According to Carlin, the primary elections will be held on November 16. The newly elected council members and the final elections on November 23.

Class officers to be elected include a president and two class secretaries for each class. These men will be selected on the basis of number of votes received. The winner of the election, i.e. the man receiving the highest number of votes, will be class officer. If there are more than one candidate, the election will be decided by a run-off vote. The Freshman Class will elect three (3) members to serve on the Student Council, in addition to selecting class officers.

Vote in Class As Of This Quarter will be facilitated on the basketball seating plan through the class standing of the beginning of this quarter. Each student is required to show his student identification card and his name will be checked off the class roll. Voting machines will bear the names of those who have already voted.

Each student will have the privilege of voting on any candidates as there are seats to be filled from his class in both the primary and the final election.

Petition For Qualification
If a candidate fails to file a personal- sign and file with the council an official petition for qualification for the elections. This petition containing the point average of the candidate, the designation of the class as of the point average of the candidate, the signatures of 30 candidates and the signatures of 25 members of the class. These candidates may be obtained from Mrs. Gordon Lewis in Dean Griffin's office in Knowles building and must be turned in by Tuesday, November 16.

Cashier's Office Hours
Effective November 1, 1948 the Cashier's Office will open at 8:00 a.m. for general business except the closing time which will open at 11:35 a.m. for transac-
tions of payments to the school, the checking cashing, student banking, etc.

Cashier's windows will close at 4:00 p.m.; however, the general business office will remain open until 5:00 p.m.

The same opening hours will be observed on Saturdays and the closing time will be 12:00 noon. Please bear in mind that there will be no student business transactions or checks cashed on Satur-
days or any other holidays.

J. R. Anthony, Controller.

It's Saturday Night in The Gym, The Gator Ball, One Dollar Stag or Drag
Faculty Bulletin
Edited by the Department of Public Relations

FACULTY PICNIC—Don’t forget the informal faculty picnic at the YMCA, Saturday, October 23, immediately after the Florida football game.

GEA FALL CONVENTION—The Fifth District GEA Convention will be held on Monday, October 25, at the Castle, 75 Fifteenth Street, N. E., by Miss Roberta Schmidt from Indiana. Tickets are priced at $1.00 for reserved seats and $1.00 for general admission, and may be obtained through the Public Relations office.

REVISION OF STATUTES—The Committee on Rules and Regulations, headed by Professor Fred E. Anderson, is now in the process of making revisions in the statutes for the approval of the executive dean as recommended by the faculty. The revisions will be presented on Wednesday evening, November 3, 1948, at The Shakespeare Tavern. Telephone: 4-1253.

MINIMUM EDUCATION FOUNDATION PROGRAM—The Georgia Education Association and the University System of Georgia are backing this program for education in Georgia. The campaign has progressed successfully, and all students and other civic organizations are called upon to support the campaign.

FACULTY NOTES—Dean Loyd W. Chapin flew back from Maxwell Field in an army plane this week. He went with his plane could not be made available for the time he planned to leave. Dr. Gerald A. Rosset, director of Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station, will speak at the Oct. 1 luncheon meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Technical Press.

Mr. Saporta’s subject is “The Georgia Institute of Technology—Technological Service to Its Industrial Community.” Mr. Herman A. Dickert, Director of the A. I. D. W. Institute of Technology, will speak at the Oct. 1 luncheon meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Technical Press.

His subject is “The Georgia Institute of Technology—Technological Service to Its Industrial Community.” Mr. Herman A. Dickert, Director of the A. I. D. W. Institute of Technology, will speak at the Oct. 1 luncheon meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Technical Press.

The aforementioned list contains seven seniors and three juniors. According to the constitution of at least six members of the board must be seniors, and the remaining members must not be classified under a junior status.

SOUTHERN TAILORS
50 Feet from Peachtree
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SPALDING

SPALDING SPORTS SHOW

12 MILES ON THE U.S. HIGHWAY

RED GRANGE
PUT ON TOOTBALL'S
DEMONSTRATION

YOU'LL BE SITTING
EXACTLY FIVE TIMES
WHERE THE action is keeping in pace with the
cutest, freshest, faggiest, and most

YOUR IN-STORE
TICKET AGENT

PIPE & TOBACCO LIGHTERS
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SHIRTS AND TIES
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Newton Presents Report of N.S.A. to Student Council at National Student Congress

Al Newton, southeastern regional chairman of the National Student Association, reported to the Student Council on the National Student Congress, August 23 to 29, with over 300 schools represented. In his report he emphasized the activity of the congress and explained some important points of policy of N.S.A.

"The general aims and purposes of the N.S.A.," according to Newton, "are to promote student welfare, to advance education, and to provide educational opportunities for all races. However, the Southern delegates were instrumental in convincing the congress that the policy could be carried out more effectively if each region handled the desegregation policy in its own way.

This summer's convention was organized into eleven workshops. One of these dealt with the economic problems of education. In this workshop a purchase card plan was discussed whereby students holding a card could get discounts on purchases from stores that cooperated in the plan and thus lower the cost of living. A Student Council committee is investigating this plan with regard to Georgia Tech, and N.S.A.'s hope is that eventually the plan will be national in scope.

Other workshops discussed student government structure, student government functions, student leadership, student cultural welfare and public relations.

Al Newton, in summing up the report said, "N.S.A. is potentially a great organization. The plans outlined at the convention indicate many worthwhile things that such an organization can do. It can be effective and succeed only with good leadership and cooperation of members of the organization. N.S.A.'s worth can't be evaluated immediately but must be considered over a period of time."

Experiment Station Featured Southern Research for NCE

Southern research activities were featured by the Tech Experiment Station at the 1948 National Chemical Exposition, which was sponsored by the American Chemical Society. According to Dr. Gerald A. Rosselot, Tech research director, two exhibit panels, one depicting current research on food freezing and the other dry-cell depolarizers, were displayed as a part of the Exposition's "Technical Expositions." The exhibit on dry-cell depolarizers are designed to provide a medium whereby results of research programs can be presented in a more striking form than is usually afforded by the presentation of "technical" papers.

The panel on food freezing research showed the value of color photographs in recording color changes in frozen foods. However, this panel represented the results of only a small portion of the long range program of research on the fundamentals of food preservation by freezing being carried out here under the joint sponsorship of the Engineering Experiment Station and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

The other panel showed a process developed for the electrolytic synthesis of battery active manganese dioxide by a new chemical reaction. This process, which promises of providing a use for low-grade, domestic manganese ores, was developed as a result of a research program sponsored by the U. S. Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories.

AGENTS WANTED

Still new automatic product, thoroughly tested, direct to consumer. Nationally advertised. Every owner of a car, home or boat a prospective buyer. Also washing machines, wells, pumps, etc. Write for details. Malhite Distributing Co., 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

IRritation

Y ES, here is a cigarette so mild that, in a total of 2470 exacting throat examinations of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels exclusively for 30 consecutive days, throat specialists found not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels. Why are Camels so mild? Choice tobaccos—infinite care in their blending—plus matchless blending to bring you a full, rich flavor and a cool, mild smoke that satisfies Every cigarette. Only Camels have 

How MILD can a cigarette be?

Camels are SO MILD that a 30-Day Test revealed NO THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking Camels!

YES, here is a cigarette so mild that, in a total of 2470 exacting throat examinations of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels exclusively for 30 consecutive days, throat specialists found not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels. Why are Camels so mild? Choice tobaccos—infinite care in their blending—plus matchless blending to bring you a full, rich flavor and a cool, mild smoke that satisfies everyone. But prove it yourself in YOUR "T-Zone"—T for Taste and T for Throat. Make the Camel 30-Day Test with our money-back guarantee!

Rhodes Restaurant

Home of CULINARY ARTISTS

Features

85¢ CHEF'S SPECIAL

On Week Nights

Rhodes Restaurant

AT RHODES CENTER "Across from WSB-TV"

Phi Kappa Sigs Get Home on Fourth St.

The Phi Kappa Sigma house is now among the other fraternity houses. The Phi Kaps have moved into the former Wilkinson house on the corner of Britain Drive and Fourth Street. The house has been remodeled to suit fraternity needs and will continue to be enlarged as the fraternity grows. The Phi Kaps announced the pledging of twenty-seven men after this rush season.

Save 25% to 50% On Furniture! Special Prices to Prospective Married Couples.

Artistic Furniture Co.

933 West Peachtree
Atwood 6333

The Newman Club will have initiation of new members tomorrow, Sunday, Oct. 24, in the Sacred Heart Rec- tory at 9:45 A.M.
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The Phi Kappa Sigma house is now among the other fraternity houses. The Phi Kaps have moved into the former Wilkinson house on the corner of Britain Drive and Fourth Street. The house has been remodeled to suit fraternity needs and will continue to be enlarged as the fraternity grows. The Phi Kaps announced the pledging of twenty-seven men after this rush season.

Save 25% to 50% On Furniture! Special Prices to Prospective Married Couples.

Artistic Furniture Co.

933 West Peachtree
Atwood 6333

The Newman Club will have initiation of new members tomorrow, Sunday, Oct. 24, in the Sacred Heart Rectory at 9:45 A.M.
LACK OF ORGANIZATION

... and no talent may be the Jerkot's chief troubles.

We have received news that the Yellow Jacket has come out sometime during the last week and is coming out weekly, six weeks after the start of the quarter.
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Rightor Traces History Of Marriage in Seminar

By Don Usher

"Man is by nature a monogamous creature," declared Rev. Henry Rightor, Assistant Rector of All Saints Church, in the second of the Preparation for Marriage seminars at the Tech YMCA. Students heard the Rev. Mr. Rightor develop his subject, "The Church and Its Part in the Preparation for Marriages," by pointing to the historical background of the subject. The rector emphasized that marriages were present long before the Christian Church. The first marriage which was performed in the church was consummated in 800 or 900 A.D. He traced Jewish history from polygamy in the time of Abraham, David, and Solomon to monogamy in 800 or 900 B.C. Then it was that Genesis which contains the story of the first man and woman, was recorded. "Not so," he said. "The Kinsey Report is merely a statement of the deviation of man from the norm." The Rev. Mr. Rightor emphatically emphasized the fallacy in the belief that the sexual act means no more than does a drink of water. On the contrary, ever among prostitutes it has been found that there is always more than the physical union. There

There will be a meeting of Phi Kappa Phi, Wednesday, October 27, at 12:00 in room 101, Old Shop building. New members will be chosen from the senior class.

Mr. Rightor will discuss "The Christian Marriage" at the seminar next Tuesday at 5 p.m. in room 1, YMCA.

The university shop

third floor, is completely stocked with the authentic college fashions destined to top popularity with students this fall and winter. Illustrated is only one of the many co-ordinated ensembles to be found in the UNIVERSITY SHOP. Come in . . . our staff of college men will be happy to assist you in your selections.

Lee Telecrown Hatmonths

Preferred by students for campus and date wear ... the Telecrown is a study in pre-shaped smartness. Covert, blue and brown, 5% to 7%.

Arrow Gordon Door Shirt


All Silk Rep Tie

$3.95

Handsome red stripes in two or three color combinations add the BOLD LOOK of neckwear to your sports or dress ensembles.

Corduroy Sack Coat

$20-$22.50

Softly drooping corduroy in blue, tan, lovatt green and grey with flapped side, breast and ticket pockets. Regular, short and long sizes.

Flannel Sacks

$13.50-$20

Conventional or continuous waistband styles in lighter dark grey, brown, green, cocoa, blue, blue and brown, 100%, wool flannel.

THE UNIVERSITY SHOP

Third Floor

ZACHARY

85-87 Peachtree Street

Atlanta's Fun Centre . .

THE ROLLERDROME

Make A Date To Skate

Join the Happy Couples Thursday to Saturday Evenings

7 to 10 P.M. — Saturday Matinee 2:30 to 5 P.M.

ALSO AT THE ROLLERDROME TOMMY TRENT Presents

ROUND AND SQUARE DANCING

Wednesday and Saturday Evenings 10 P.M. to 1 A.M.

THE KOTTAGE

Regular Meals and Short Orders

284 Ponce de Leon

Atlanta, Ga.

Profs Now 'Diplomats'

Among First in South To Receive Distinction

A new distinction for psychologists—that of "diplomat"—status—has been established in the United States by the American Psychological Association. The new diploma, similar to one awarded by the American Medical Association, requires that the psychologists selected have a doctor of philosophy degree.

Among the first to be granted diplomas in the South by the Association are two members of the faculty here, who have done much of their work in industrial and business psychology. They are Dr. Joseph E. Moore, head of the department of psychology and Dr. Sidney Q. James, professor of psychology.
Lucky "13" Coming Up

Tech Well Above Gators In Twenty Game Series

When Bobby Dodd's Yellow Jackets meet Florida's Gators tomorrow afternoon, the game will mark the twentieth meeting in a long and colorful series. Of the nineteen games played, Tech has won twelve, lost four, and tied three. The first game was played in 1912, the Engineers winning, 14-7.

In 1924, history repeated itself for once again the Tech-Florida tilt ended in a scoreless tie. Although in recent years, the Gators have smashed on to three convincing victories after dropping the season's opener to Mississippi, 28-14; edged by Auburn, 16-9; and walloped Rollins, 41-12.

Chief threat among Florida's galaxy of backfield stars is halfback Charles "Chuck" Hunsinger who has gained 379 yards in 37 tries for an average of 10 yards per try. Hunsinger is one of the big reasons why Florida now leads the SEC in rushing offense. The lanky ball carrier ran 79 yards to score against Tulsa, dashed 23 yards to paydirt against Auburn, and bolted 55 yards to dent Rollins' goal line.

Hunsinger Stars

Hunsiinger is one of the big reasons why Florida now leads the SEC in rushing offense. The lanky ball carrier ran 79 yards to score against Tulsa, dashed 23 yards to paydirt against Auburn, and bolted 55 yards to dent Rollins' goal line. Other top stars in the running department include right halfbacks Johnny Cox and Hal Griffin, both of whom will bear watching when game time rolls around. Cox has gained 108 yards in 29 tries while Griffin has picked up 115 yards in 32 attempts.
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Harriers Take Bulldogs; Meet Gators Monday

The Florida "Gators" will be the next cross-country team to feel the Jackets' sting when the Tech Harriers travel to Gainesville, Florida, for a meet on Monday, October 25. Florida's Bevis is expected to compete for the Jackets' ace, Rod Smith, but the Techmen are favored to take the meet.

Georgia Troubled

The Yellow Jacket Harriers outran the Georgia runners at Athens, October 18, by a score of 33 to 36. The meet was run over the rugged 3.8 mile course around the Athens country side.

This first meet of the Yellow Jackets gave an indication of a strong squad probably capable of retaining the SEC crown again this year. This year's squad has practically all of the key men that paced last years champs to the top:

1. Corridan and Stowers were next followed by Cuyler and McGarity. These still aren't all of the ways in which newspaper headlines express good second hand crystal ball for sale cheap? Does anyone want a job making football predictions? Again but we will stick by this hunch ('til Saturday night). ALABAMA over OKLAHOMA.

We got a medium size chuckle from reading a recent article by O. B. Keeler in the Atlanta Journal in which he deplored the over-colorful language powers, annihilates, tromps, raps, rolls over, devastates, KO's, bops, dumps, stumps, bumps, rams, spanks, trims, drubs, sets down, vaults over, These still aren't all of the ways in which newspaper headlines express good second hand crystal ball for sale cheap? Does anyone want a job making football predictions? Again but we will stick by this hunch ('til Saturday night). ALABAMA over OKLAHOMA.
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We must have missed a thumb when we were counting them up. Our job than he did when he compiled this list. We challenge at least one of these words. We can hardly conceive of "sparks" being used to denote the defeat of an opponent, "Churns" seems a little doubtful also.

Instead of simply saying that one team defeats another, Mr. Keeler neglected several other ways that one team defeats another. Among these are: Tramples, annihilates, stumps, bumps, rams, spanks, trims, drubs, sets down, vaults over, These still aren't all of the ways in which newspaper headlines express good second hand crystal ball for sale cheap? Does anyone want a job making football predictions? Again but we will stick by this hunch ('til Saturday night). ALABAMA over OKLAHOMA.
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Newberry Presidential Poll Gives Talmadge .8%  

The students at Newberry College conducted a survey to determine who would win the presidential election. The result was 78.5% of the ballots favoring Dewey but 0.8% favored Talmadge. The following comment was inserted beneath the Talmadge figure: "You are probably wondering how Talmadge got in the presidential race. So did we; therefore, we looked closely at the reason and found that it was, 'Look what he did in the Georgia election.'"  

The Detroit Collegian reports that their humor magazine, Panorama, has been accused of printing obscene literature but the editor of said magazine is still encouraging the students to continue to write the same type articles and just ignore the criticisms of the faculty.  

Dr. James S. Frame, head of the mathematics department at Michigan State, states that the odds are 1024 to 1 that you won't win on a grid pool.  

Dr. James S. Frame, head of the mathematics department at Michigan State, states that the odds are 1024 to 1 that you won't win on a grid pool.  

Devoe ARTIST SUPPLIES  
First Choice of Leading Artists  
WE CARRY A COMPLETE SELECTION  
DEVOE & RAYNOLDS CO.  
78 North Broad Street  
Main 7377  

Buffet Supper is Planned  
For All IE's on Saturday  

There will be a buffet supper for all Industrial Engineering students at the home of Professor D. B. Wilcox, 36 Polo Drive, N. E. (Ansley Park), Saturday, October 23, after the Florida-Tech football game. The supper will last from 6:00 to 8:00 P. M.  

This activity is sponsored by the Society for the Advancement of Management.  

"I smoked CHESTERFIELDS between scenes while making my new picture, JOHNNY BELINDA, they're MINDER... It's MY cigarette."

Jane Wyman  

STARRING IN  
JOHNNY BELINDA  
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE  

Joyce Hodgins. ABC GIRL of Penn State says—  
"I smoke Chesterfields because they are the right cigarette for me. They're MINDER and their taste and my taste agree."

More college students smoke CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette... By latest national survey  

Copyright 1948, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.